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During the fiftyth and sixtyth year in last century, China conduct the Rural 
Cooperation Movement, the People's Commune Movement and encounter the 
calamity within three years. The history for this period is special. The Agricultural 
production responsibility regulations such as production contracted to each 
household also started at this period. It is the great innovation by the peasant for the 
communization construction. It is the production relations which is fit for the 
productive force. Deng Zi Hui as the poineer for the rurl transformation is greatly 
contribute to the commence and development of the idea of agricultural production 
responsibility regulations. The author narrates and analyzes on the production 
responsibility regulations in 1950s-1960s which is mentioned by Deng Zi Hui 
through four parts. And exploit an discuss the actual signification and inspiration 
from this resposiblity regulations for the current new rural contruction. The first part 
is emphasis on the narration of the regulations of up and down development process 
by three times with the background. The second part is evaluated the theory,realistic 
foundation and realistic signification for the production responsibility regulations 
and pointed out the shortage for this regulation. The third part is analyzed the 
commencement and failed reason for the procuction responsibility regulations 
cooperated with the reasons which were analyzed by Deng Zi Hui. The fourth part is 
openned out the implication: 1. The development of production relationship should 
be matched with the productive force and the people’s wills. 2. First thinking about 
the benefit of peasant when conduct the rural construction. 3. Persist on the work 
method which is following and persuing the truth and doing the investgation. 4. keep 
the policy to be stability and ensure the economy development and society in 
harmony. All these relavation are help for our new rural construction. 
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